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About This Game

Hacker Evolution Duality is the hacking simulation game, developed by exosyphen studios. Based on the successful Hacker
Evolution game series, it has been completely redesigned to offer an impressive and new gaming experience.

Hacker Evolution Duality starts in the early days of Brian Spencer when he was nothing more than a brilliant programmer. It
than fast forwards to the future, where he has to stop an Artificial Intelligence he has created, unknowingly and take back

control of a giant company he once used to own.
You have to hack into computers using various tools, from a basic firewall cracker, to sophisticated voice print authentication

systems. Steal money to finance your objectives, buy hardware upgrades or bribe off other hackers that are present in the game.
Go as far as bypassing complex security systems to make your way into buildings and steal data. Frame people or even murder

them using ingenious traps.
You are not alone in the game. Other hackers controlled by a complex artificial intelligence, will stop at nothing to destroy you.

The game features a single player mode where you follow the game's story and an open world mode, where you play a death
match against other hackers.

Key features:

Redesigned interface and game play

Large open world populated by AI hackers
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Amazing new graphics, sounds and animations

Choice of game play: pursue the game's objectives, or play a never ending and evolving open game.
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I dont even know where to begin about this game. In the few hours that I have played so far I have become completely invested
in the characters and in the story. They are all so loveable. Ive only followed Yui's route so far and it has had me smiling,
laughing and getting teary eyed. That to me is the sign of a fantastic visual novel, when your invested in the characters and want
to be in that world with them. The story has also been pretty well written so far and is captivating. Although nothing grand in
scale it is still a very endearing "highschool" story that is fun to play though.

My only wish is that the game had a few more choices in it so far. Most of the choices are for getting you on route paths as far
as I can tell instead of actually having something like a conversation with the characters. I know in certain instances I wish I
could just speak for the MC but I understand how difficult it is to make a story with choices that have impact instead of having
meaningless choices just for the sake of having a lot of choices.

Also, more CGs...definetly need more of those.

Im looking forward to finishing this game, I think I still have time left and I cant wait to keep moving forward with these
characters!. You gain no rewards for completing anything in this game, it's a cheap rip off of another game.

The game mechanics have big hotboxes, making you hit the obstacles even if you are not touching them.

To be fair, it's not a bad idea to begin with, but the game from my point of view is not finished, this could be released as an
alpha version to create a better game.. After a short play of the demo, i knew this game was for me. It's an excellent puzzle type
game with fun graphics and good music.. Enjoyed playing the game on android and its even better on pc!!!. This game is a
pretty typical match 3. HOWEVER, if you are looking for achievements this game is a DUD. The achievements don't unlock.
There have been posts in the discussion board about it for months and they have been ignored.. only one music track that loops
forever, it softlocked the first time i paused, and the titular \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s aren't even anything to
write home about.. I've only played .5 hours because that's about how much content there is.. A game where you have to wait for
energy to use in order to play,
Completing a game of Hidden Objects within a limited time you will be reward you with random items which are used to
complete collections, unlock new areas and complete quests.
It’s highly repetitive and the stories are pointless (you really don’t need to read a single word in the game.)
The quests are the same things over and over, find certain items, play a certain area or interact with the creatures walking
around the world map.

It's the same thing as Lost Lands: A Hidden Object Adventure and all of their other games just with different image screens.

Clicking on objects in a quick chain rewards you with extra items, energy and xp.. they appear on top of the screen and prevents
you from seeing where the hidden objects are making it harder and really irritating.

A very uncreative company.
Purely just a cash grab for anyone gullible enough to make the in-game purchases.
If you want free achievements then go for it, that's the only good thing I can say about this game if you like collecting them.
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Very short but fun. I enjoyed the soundtrack and art style; hopefully, one day, I can make a similar successful game like this one
c: Would play it if you enjoy a quick adventure with a peaceful environment (aka the music cause it is classified as a horror
game lol). Not happy at all!!! Better off with the original IHH model, if you already own it.... I don't recomend this!!
Uses the same terrible Whistle as the IHH version, Has a restricted Cab camera so you can't see the tender and losses pressure to
easily above 55mph.
And unlike the original IHH version, you are not able to change the head-codes on the fly!! In my opinion, it was a waste of
money!!! :(. Consider my review a double recommendation. This addon is that good. From the looks of it you could say "yet
another American freight engine". But this one is different in a few significant aspects:
- The sounds are great. I don't know about accuracy, but they just feel adequate for a 100+ ton machinery this loco is.
- Cold start. I can recall a few other loco addons with this feature (e.g. Class 90, GT3 Turbine, Class 57), and GP20's has the
most complex one. There are working fuses, circuit breakers and switches all over the cab.
- Temperature management. No joke. Fans may be switched on and off separately. And being too harsh on the engine may
make it overheat.
- No notable problems with either the loco or supplied scenarios. I thought it was worth mentioning since Donner Pass hasn't
been the best route of choice when it comes to scenario quality.
- Price. It costs the same as most loco DLCs on Steam but offers way more features.. Very fun game, it can be a bit odd on your
first two games but once you understand the game you have a lot of fun with it.

So far, my only complaint is that if the devil cannot find the last player(s) while at the same time the last player(s) cannot find
the last item, it gets to be very long and boring.

Other than that it's insanely fun.

Introduced my friend to this game and first game we had I was the Devil, killing friends is fun.. This franchise has the best
jigsaw games on steam.
And I'm going to definitely give it a positive review.
All of these games deserve it. Pixel puzzles are gud.
We can't use custom images: That is disappointing.
But it's the only negative that this great game has.
Everything else is worthy of a nice positive review.. Zuma's Revenge is addictive! Just with this simple line I could end this mini-
review. But the game is so much more, it's hard (but just enough), it's fun, it's full of hidden little secrets and gems and you go
along all the levels thinking 'I hope it will go on to level 100', that's how good it is!

Recommended! For sure! And the best of all, not expensive!. The game is currently under development, so a review will come
at a later date. With that said, here are my first impressions and a quick preview of the game and what it has to offer:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uzIZRGOSSxQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EmMEN2ZRiRU. I know is early access but it has a loooooot of work to do, first of all the
UI interaction feels slow, I realized that to register a trigger press I had to keep it pressed for about 2 seconds, then after adding
the bed I couldn't select it agan, also when building the room on planner the trigger sometimes worked and sometimes not,

I liked the 3d preview of the models, but the bugs and not fluid interaction overshadowed that feature.

So in its current state I would not recommend it with the current price. Its overpriced with the ammount of bugs and kind of
slow interaction. My suggestion for the developer, release a bugless and more intuitive with a lower price then from that you can
start adding more stuff.. I don't usually write reviews this early into my time with a game but I feel like this game is an
exception.

Velocibox is great because of how simple it is. It asks the player to collect cubes; nothing more, nothing less. The music is pretty
good and fits the game very well. It's entirely untextured which may turn some people off but I've always been a fan of that.

My favorite thing about the game, and I'm always glad when I see this in a product, is that when you die there is no exaggerated
animation or giant block "YOU DIED" text. The announcer says "game over" and it only takes one key press to start another
run. Many games act as if dying isn't penalty enough and add a bunch of unnecessary junk afterwards to futher punish the
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player. Velocibox does the exact opposite, and it's a better game because of it.. An unfinished unity asset mess.
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